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Realities Moving Away 
Is a paper based on the author's interven- and Lenin; the present socialist pattern; the 
tion at the State Institute on International Re- of marxism-leninism; the Yalta's worl divi- 
lations, in Moscow, on November 2, 1989. sion; the Soviet empire; the primacy of the 
The author analyses the nine historical fac- Soviet Comunist Party; and, the new need 
tors (which are now fading) that were, in his to envisage the perestroika not as a reform 
opinion, decisive for the present crisis of the from the existing system but as a global 
perestroika: the ~revolution's political cultu- change of the system itself. 
res; the Rusian reality; the socialism of Marx 
<<Socialist Economy or Mobilized Economy? The 
Role of War Economy in the Genesis and 
lnterpretation of the Soviet Economy>> 
c(The question of the USSR's "nature" has thought of the 20th Century. Even if nowa- 
been very discused; today this debate be- days the discusion is much less virulent, its 
longs to history, from that of the political and fundamental questions are still a1ive.w 
economic ideas to that of the socialist 
<The USSR, Third World and regional Conflicts>> 
This article deals with the new focusing tion with the Western world and the accep- 
of the Soviet Foreign Afairs policy towards tance that Third World's problems are also 
Third World from two standpoints: the aban- humanity's; and, the new approach to inte- 
donment of the idea of a general confronta- national conflicts. 
Voices from the inside 
Is a selection of articles, reports and opi- sues and aims to give to  the reader an inner 
nion enquiries published in the Spanish edi- view of the urgent problems raising in the 
tion of ((News from Moscows. It deals with USSR, the population's reactions and, if pos- 
political, economic, social and ecological is- sible, the perspectives that are taking shape. 
(Twenty Years of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty: lmplementation and Prospects~ 
The 1968 'Ikeaty on the Non Proliferation weaknesses that have been revealed in the 
of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), which entered course of its implementation. Problems that 
into force in 1970, was concluded with the appear crucial for the future of the ?keaty 
purpose of stemming this dangerous tide. are examined and recommendations are 
The purpose of this Report is to assess made to strengthen it. 
the achievements of the NPT, as well as the 
((Report on mission to Poland (february 1990)>> 
The research was to be focused on the re- invested in data capture about the economic 
forms initiated in the field of foreign trade programme of the new Government. Foreign 
and the role of services in the Polish inter- trade is analised within the global project of 
national exchanges. But the economic and transition to the market economy in Poland, 
political shock that represented the results outlined in Balcerowicz's economic pro- 
of the june'89 elections introduced changes gramme. 
in the mission agenda: much of the time was 
